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TO THE PARTICIPANTS: 
The Geological Science Field Trip program is designed to acquaint 
Illinois residents with the landscape, the rock and mineral resources, and the 
geological processes that have led to their origin. With this program, we hope 
to stimulate a general interest in the geology of Illinois and a greater 
appreciation of the state's vast mineral resources and their importance to the 
overall economy. 
We encourage you to ask the tour leaders any questions that may occur 
to you during the trip. Discussion often clarifies points that otherwise would 
remain confused to many of the participants. We also invite your written comments 
upon the conduct of the trips so that we might improve them as much as possible. 
Additional copies of this guide le~flet, as well as itineraries for field 
trips that have been held in the past, may be obtained free of charge by writing to 
the Illinois State Geological Survey. The itinerary maps for each field trip can 
be purchased for 10 cents each. 
Several of the stops ~long this itinerary are located on private property 
whose owners have graciously given us permission to visit their lands. Please obey 
the instructions of your trip leaders and conduct yourselves in a manner that will 
show respect for the property owners' cooperation. Please do not litter, or climb 
on fences, and leave all gates as found, so that we may be welcome to return on 
future field trips. These simple rules of courtesy also apply to public property 
as well. For the convenience of those persons who may use this itinerary at some 
future time, the names and addresses of every private owner are listed for the 
respective stops on a page at the back of this guide leaflet. Whenever possible, 
always attempt to obtain permission when visiting private property. 
future. 
We hope that you enjoy today's field trip and will attend others in the 
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MAKANDA GEOLOGICAL SCIENCE FIELD TRIP 
INTRODUCTION 
Glacial History 
During the Pleistocene Epoch, commonly referred to as the ''Great Ice Age," 
an extensive continental ice cap developed in the northern hemisphere during times 
when the mean annual temperatures were a few degrees lower than they are now. The 
portion of the ice cap that intermittently covered northern North ·America has been 
named the Laurentide Ice Sheet. Beginning about 1 million years ago and ending only 
7,000 years ago, southward expansions of the ice sheet caused four major glacial 
invasions of Illinois and the Midwest. The ice that entered Illinois came from 
centers in central and eastern Canada (fig. 1). Each of the four major glacial 
advances W8S followed by long, warm interglacial intervals during which the glaciers 
melted completely away (see attached Pleistocene Time Table). During these intervals, 
the deposits left by the glaciers were eroded and weathered. Each of the glacial 
advances produced significant changes in the topography and drainage of the glaciated 
areas. In order of occurrence, the glaci~tions of the Midwest have been named the 
Nebraskan, the Kansan, the Illinoian, and the Wisconsinan (fig. 2). These names are 
derived from the states where glacial deposits of these ages are best developed or 
were first described. The last glacier, the Wisconsinan, melted from northeastern 
Illinois a mere 12,500 years ago. 
The Pleistocene glaciers profoundly modified the landscape of Illinois. 
They transported vast amounts of rock and soil debris that were eroded from the areas 
over which they moved. As the glaciers adv~nced and later melted back, they deposited 
these materials, known as drift. Within the areas that were covered by the ice, there 
are extensive surficial deposita of ice-l~id material called till. Areas that were 
covered several times by glaciers may have more than one layer of till. Till is an 
unsorted, unstratified mixture of all sizes of rock debris and generally has the 
consistency of pebbly clay. Numerous arcuate till ridges called end moraines were 
formed at the margin of the Wisconsinan glacier in northeastern Illinois. Each end 
Fig. 1 - Maximum extent of the 
Laur entide Ice Sheet. The Kee-
wa tin (K) and t he Labradorean 
(L ) centers ~re shown. 
moraine represents an advance of the glacier and a line 
along which the ice margin maintained a temporarily 
fixed position. The moraines were built up by the 
accumulation of rock debris carried forward to the 
melting ice front. Thinner deposits of till that form 
gently undulating plains between the end moraines are 
known as ground moraines or till plains. 
Sorted and stratified water-laid materials 
known as outwash, consisting of clay, silt, sand, and 
gravel, were also deposited as a result of the glacia-
tions. Outwash sediments were deposited . by debris-laden 
meltwater flowing away from the ice fronts during both 
the advances and retreats of the glaciers. Near the 
glacial margins, where meltwater was often not confined 
to definite channels, the outwash was laid as thin 
blanket-like deposits called outwash plains. In some 
places, elongated ridges of sand and gravel represent 
channel deposits of meltwater streams that flowed on or 
under the glaciers. Glacial lakes formed by the pending 
of meltwater in valleys, in low areas on till plains, and 
behind end moraines were also the sites of deposition of 
the finest outwash sediments. Outwash deposits were. 
often overridden by the advancing glaciers; therefore, 
~.-
\ 
l 
NEBRASKAN 
(1,000,000 y~ars ago) 
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KANSAN 
(700,000 years ago) 
WISCONSINAN 
{75,000 years ago) years ago) 
Fig. 2 - Sketch 1naps showing the maximum extents of the major glacial advances into Illinois 
during the Pleistocene Epoch. Approximate times or invasion are indicated. Two substages of 
the Wisconsinan--the Altonian and the Woodfordian--are shown. Only the Liman Substage of the 
Illinoian is shown. Arrows indicate directions of ice movement and flow in major valleys 
which drained the ice fronts. 
• the drift deposits typically consist of interstratified layers of till and outwash. 
There is also lateral interfingering of these materials. 
River valleys, such as those of the Mississippi, Illinois, and Ohio, pro-
vided major channelways for escaping meltwaters from the melting glaciers. These 
valleys were greatly widened and deepened in the bedrock during times of greatest 
meltwater floods. When the floodwaters were waning, the valleys were partially 
filled with outwash far beyond the ice margins. The outwash deposits, consisting 
largely of sand and gravel, are known as valley trains. For example, along much of 
its length, the vaJley train of the Mississippi Valley is more than 200 feet thick. 
Many former .river valleys in areas covered by the glaciers were completely filled 
and buried by glacial deposits. The meltwaters also cut new valleys and caused 
numerous changes, some temporary and some permanent, in the drainage system. 
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Deposits of wind-blown silt, called loess, which form the surface materials 
over most of Illinois, are also the result of glaciation. The silt was blown from 
flood plains of the valley trains. Most loess deposition occurred in the fall and 
winter seasons, when colder conditions caused meltwater floods to recede, thereby 
exposing the surfaces of the valley trains and permitting them to dry out. During 
Pleistocene time, as now, the winds prevailed westerly, and as a result, the loess 
deposits are thickest on the east sides of the source valleys. The loess thins 
rapidly away from the valleys. The loess is as much as 80 feet thick on the east 
bluff of the Mississippi Valley in the St. Louis ·area, for example, but within 12 
miles it thins to 12 feet, and within 20 miles it is down to less than 6 feet. 
The Makanda area was covered only by glaciers of the Illinoian Stage (Liman 
Substage, fig. 2). The Illinoian glacier advanced into this area from the north-
northeast. The Glasford Moraine, an Illinoian end moraine that marks the line of 
maximum advance of the Illinoian glacier, crosses the field trip area east-southeast-
ward from the vicinity of Makanda. 
Physiography and Bedrock Geology 
Physiographically the Makanda area lies along the boundary between the 
Till Plains Section (north) of the Central Lowland Province and the Shawnee Hills 
Section (south) of the Interior Low Plateaus Province (see attached map of the 
Physiographic Divisions of Illinois). Makanda is near the western end of a divide 
(ridge) that extends from the confluence of the Saline and Ohio Rivers westward to 
the Big Muddy River west and north of the field trip area. The surface configuration 
(topography) of the different parts of the area is largely controlled by the attitude 
(position) and the physical character of the underlying rocks. The rugged topography 
of the Shawnee Hills Section, especially along the Caseyville Cuesta of Pennsylvanian 
age (note itinerary map), contrasts markedly with the younger, more even, and rela-
tively less dissected Illinoian till plain (Mt. Vernon Hill Country) in the northern 
part of the field trip area. 
Available evidence indicates that the field trip a~ea has been land and 
therefore subject to erosion since the end of the Pennsylvanian Period, about 270 
million years ago. All of the details of this erosional history are not known. 
However, in this region, a relatively even surface (peneplain) seems to have been 
developed. This peneplain was subsequently uplifted about 100 feet. This uplift 
steepened gradients so that streams were able to renew cutting and a lower, relatively 
even surface was produced, upon which erosional remnants of the original surface 
remained as monadnocks and divides, with present-day summit elevations between 800 
and 888 feet. Remnants of the second peneplain occur at elevation~ from 700 to 760 
feet. A second ·uplift of nearly 100 feet renewed stream cutting, which formed a 
• third partial peneplain, remnants of which occur at elevations between 600 and 650 
feet. A third uplift, again amounting to about 100 feet, led to the development of 
a fourth partial peneplain, which is now found from 500 to 560 feet above sea level. 
A fourth and final uplift of about 180 feet caused the present streams to begin 
eroding the fourth partial peneplain down to elevations of 320 to 350 feet. 
During the development of these successive peneplains, the resistant Lower 
Pennsylvanian Caseyville sandstones retard~d the development of each plain. On the 
other hand, the softer, younger Pennsylvanian strata in the north of the field trip 
area and the less resistant Mississippian Chesterian rocks to the south permitted 
fairly rapid destruction of each uplifted partial peneplain. 
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The difference in elevation (relief) between the highest and lowest_ points 
in the field trip area is 533 feet. The lowest point (355 feet above mean sea level 
--"msl") is in the valley of Crab Orchard Creek where it leaves the Carbondale Quad-
rangle about 3~ miles northwest of Stop 3. The highest point (888 feet msl) is on 
Tiptop Knob (about 14.8 miles to the south-southwest from the lowest point) approxi-
mately one mile southwest of Stop 8. Maximum loc4l relief (360 feet) is found 
between the valley bottom of Cache Creek and the top of the adjacent Cedar Bluff 
about 4 miles east-~outheast of the last field trip stop (13). 
Drainage of the Makanda area generally is northward via Crab Orch~rd Creek 
into Big Muddy River, which flows southwestward into the Misoissippi. Streams shown 
on the southern quarter of the itinerary map flow south ~nd east via the C8che River 
to the Ohio River. 
About 9,000 feet of sedimentary rocks underlie the field trip area and 
consist primarily of sandstone, limestone, dolomite, shAle, and ~orne coals. These 
sediments were deposited layer upon layer in ancient seas that covered the mid-
continent region during the Paleo~oic Era between 550 million and 225 million years 
ago (Geologic column, page 5). The Paleo~oic strata are divided into major subdivi-
sions known as systems, each of which was deposited during a specified period of 
geologic time. The systems are in turn subdivided into many formations on the basis 
of mineral composition and fossil content. Approximately 800 feet of Chesterian 
(Upper Mississippian) age rocks are exposed in the MakandA area. These strata were 
deposited about 310 million years ago. Older formations belonging to the Valmeyeran 
and Kinderhookian (Middle and Lower Mississippian), Devonian, Silurian, Ordovician, 
and Cambrian Systems ~re known from deep wells that penetrated them or from other 
areas in Illinois where they are exposed at the surface (see attached Geologic Map). 
The basal Cambrian strata rest upon an ancient basement of Precambrian igneous and 
metamorphic rocks that are more than 1 billion yeBrs old. 
Geologically, the Makanda area is located along the south-southwestern 
shelf area of the Illinois Basin, a large, spoon-shaped depression that underlies 
most of Illinois and some adjacent parts of Indiana and Kentucky (fig. 3). Region-
ally, bedrock has a rather gentle, irregular, and undulating downw~rd tilt to the 
north and slightly to the east toward the deepest portion of the Illinois Basin (fig. 
4). While this basin was forming during the Paleozoic Era, it was gradually filled 
\ 
Fig. 3 - · Index map showing the 
location of {l) Illinois Basin, 
and (2) Ozark Dome. 
with Paleozoic sediments. These strata thicken 
to more than 13,000 feet in the deepest part of 
the basin, located in extreme southeastern Illi-
nois. Pennsylvanian rocks, deposited from 310 
million to 270 million years ago, ~re the youngest 
strata found in the basin and may represent the 
last of the marine invasions during the Paleozoic 
Era. On the other hand, marine conditions may 
have persisted into the Permian Period, which 
marks the close of the Paleozoic ErR, with the 
sea withdrawing for the last time about 225 million 
years ago. Since then, most of the region has been 
above sea level and exposed to erosion. During 
this long interval of erosion, all of the Permian 
strata and considerable thicknesses of Pennsylva-
nian and older rocks were removed. 
Coal is the only important mineral 
commodity being exploited in the Makanda field 
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trip area at the present. Other parts of Jackson, Union, and Williamson Counties 
are producing coal, stone, crude oil, common sand, and gravel. 
0.0 o.o 
ITINERARY 
Assemble at the southwest corner of the Giant City Lodge parking area. 
Walk about 75 feet to the southwest. 
Stop 1. Scenic View (NW~ NEt SW~ Sec. 2, T. 11 S., R. 1 W., Union 
County). 
The view from this overlook is to the west and southwest and shows several 
interesting features. Bald Knob, which lies 9~ miles to the southwest, has a summit 
elevation slightly greater than 1,020 feet above mean sea level. A huge concrete 
cross has been constructed on the top of the knob. 
Bald Knob is composed of resistant Lower Devonian Clear Creek Chert and is 
believed to mark a structural high. The Rattlesnake Ferry Fault is a northwest to 
southeast-trending structure that occurs along the north side of Bald Knob. Strati-
graphic displacement of nearly 2,000 feet on this fault has brought Lower Devonian 
strata to the surface south of the fault and put them against Valmeyeran (Middle 
Mississippian) limestone occurring north of the fault. Both the Rattlesnake Ferry 
Fault and Bald Knob are located in the Salem Plateau Section of th~ Ozark Plateau 
Province. 
In the middle distance are several high hills with summit elevations 
ranging from about 800 to 888 feet that are erosional" remnants (monadnocks) of the 
initial relatively even ~urface {peneplain) that was produced by erosion across this 
region. These high hills are capped by resistant Pennsylvanian Caseyville sandstone. 
The highest of these hills is Tiptop Knob (888 feet in elevation), which lies 4 3/4 
miles southwest from here (the hill to the left with the tall radio antenna). 
The Caseyville 
miles to the southwest. 
streams; that is, little 
area in rugged slopes. 
escarpment (Battery Rock Sandstone Member) lies 2 to 2~ 
The topography in between is maturely dissected by numerous 
of the original upland surface remains, with most of the 
Beyond the Caseyville escarpment the rolling upland is developed on the 
Chesterian Kinkaid Limestone Formation, which is upheld by the comparativP-ly more 
resistant Degonia Sandstone Formation, which occurs beneath it. Later, the itinerary 
traverses portions of this rolling upland. 
~ Alto Pass (elevation 757 feet msl) is about 7~ miles to the west-southwest. 
Cobden (elevation 616 feet msl) lies 5 3/4 miles to the southwest, slightly to the 
right of, and b~yond, the radio tower on Tiptop Knob. 
Proceed north and prepare to leave parking lot. 
0.1 0.1 Leave parking lot and turn left (north). 
0.35 0.45 T-road from right. Continue ahead straight. 
0.05 0.5 T-road from right. Turn right (north) towards Little Grassy Lake. 
0.35 0.85 T-road from left. Continue ahead (north) on blacktop. 
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0.6 1.45 T-road from right. Continue ahead (north) on blacktop. 
0.7 2.15 Southern Illinois University Outdoor Laboratory on left. Continue 
ahead (northeast). Illinoian glacial boundary (note itinerary map); 
cross area of thin glacial drift. 
0.9 3.05 CAUTION. Narrow bridge. 
0.25 3.3 
1.1 4.4 
1.3 5.7 
U.3 6.0 
Southern Illinois University Outdoor Laboratory Administrative Center 
to right. Continue ahead (north). 
T-road from right. Turn right towards Little Grassy Lake. Continue 
ahead (east) on blacktop road. 
CAUTION. Entering Little Grassy Dam. 
Crossing Little Grassy spillway. Notice on the east side immediately 
to the left the sandstone bedrock exposed in the spillway gorge. 
Little Grassy Lake was constructed by the u. S. Soil Conservation Service 
with assistance from the Works Project Administration and the Civilian Conservation 
Corps. The WPA did most of the actual construction. 
0.3 6.3 
0.6 6.9 
0.3 7.2 
Construction date - 1940; however, it was 1952 before riprapping was 
completed. 
Maximum length - 4 miles. 
Maximum width - 1 mile. 
Shoreline length - approximately 28 miles. 
Spillway elevation - 500 feet above mean sea level. 
Water acreage - 1,000 acres. 
Greatest depth - 77 feet. 
Av~rage depth - 27 feet. 
Main purposes - 1) Area for group camping (youth groups, church camps, 
etc.); 2) alternate water supply for Crab Orchard Lake, 
which is about 4.3 miles to the north. 
Leaving Little Grassy Dam. Continue ahead (east). 
Crossroads. Continue ahead (east). 
Stop 2. Illinoian till exposed in roadcut on north side of toad (SW~ 
SEt SE~ Sec. 17, T. 10 S., R. l E., Williamson County). 
Quaternary System Thickness 
Pleistocene Series (feet) 
Holocene Stage 
Modern Soil - Silt, tan brown 2+ 
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Wisconsinan Stage 
Woodfordian Substage 
Peoria Loess - Silt, yellow-brown with gray mottling 
and streaks; becomes darker downward with only 
occasional gray streaks; contains an occasional 
irregular manganese streak; clayey when wet; leached. 5~! 
Altonian Substage 
Roxana Silt - Brown, harder and tougher than silt 
above, ~r differences between the Roxana Silt and 
the Peoria Loess are very subtle; clayey, plastic 
when wet; contains manganese streaks and nodules up 
to ~ inch across ., especially in lower 1 foot; leached. 3+ 
Illinoian Stage 
Till - yellow brown with very slight reddish cast in 
part; hard, tough; leached; pebbly. This weathered 
zone is the Sangamon Soil, an ancient buried soil 
that was formed during the warm interglacial interval 
that followed the Illinoian glaciation. This interval 
of intense weathering, called the Sangamonian, lasted 
from about 200,000 to /S,OPO years ago. The Sangamon 
Soil in this immediate locality apparently was devel-
oped under poorly drained conditions and lacks the 
distinctive reddish color of well-drained profiles. 
Pebbles mostly yellow and red chert, although some 
white chert does occur. Abundant sandstone pebbles 
and blocks up to 1 inch wide and 4 inches thick in 
lower 2 feet; occasional small igneous pebbles (base 
not exposed). 4+ 
The Illinoian glacier invaded Illinois during three separate major advances 
--the Liman, the Monican, and the Jubileean. The ice moved southwestward from the 
Labradorean center. Only the earliest Illinoian glaciation, named the Liman, which 
formed the Glasford Moraine, reached as far as the Makanda area. The Liman advance 
of the Illinoian glacier w«s especially strong and was the most extensive advance of 
all the Pleistocene glaciers into the Midwest. The glacier covered 80 percent of 
Illinois, at its maximum pushing southwestward as far as St. Louis and southward to 
the northern bluffs of the Ohio River. The two later advances of the Illinoian 
glacier did not reach the field trip area. 
The Glasford Moraine is not a strikingly prominent topographic feature. 
Along most of its extent, the Illinoian drift margin is not marked by any end 
moraine at all. This factor is attributed to the early stagnation of the ice. An 
end moraine is a ridge of glacial debris consisting principally of ice-laid drift 
(till) intermixed with outwash. An end moraine is formed by drift accumulation at 
the edge of an active glacier as rock debris is carried forward by the moving ice 
in a sort of conveyer-belt action. The ice margin remains static when the rate of 
melting is approximately equal to the rate of forward movement. These conditions 
did not persist for a long enough time during the Illinoian glaciation to permit a 
well-defined end moraine to form along the margin of the glacier. In addition, 
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erosion during the more than 200,000 years since the moraine formed has undoubtedly 
destroyed much of the moraine and tended to obscure these parts that remain preserved. 
The till exposure here is in an area of thin drift that commonly is less 
than 12 feet thick but rarely more than 25 feet thick. This area is an irregular 
belt up to about 4 miles wide that starts a couple of miles southeast of here and 
trends west-northwest across the western three-fourths of the quadrangle. The thin 
drift is thought to be the result of a comparatively short stay of the ice. Less 
than a mile to the north, the drift is thicker, perhaps averaging about 40 feet in 
thickness but not evenly distributed. The thicker drift occurs in an irregular belt 
ranging from \ to 5 miles wide, trending west-northwest across the entire quadrangle. 
Till is characterized by its massive, unstratified structure and by its 
unsorted texture, consisting of a random mixture of clay, silt, sand, gravel, and 
larger-sized rock debris. Boulders are common because ice has virtually unlimited 
transporting competence. Tills consist of rock debris eroded from the areas over 
which the glaciers moved. In addition to locally derived rock debris, the tills in 
Illinois contain a large variety of igneous and metamorphic rocks that were eroded 
from areas in Canada and carried hundreds of miles by the glaciers. The Illinoian 
till exposed here is notably lacking in coarse rock debris. The Paleozoic rocks over 
which the glacier moved while crossing Illinois consist predominantly of Pennsylva-
nian shales and sandstones. These were easily crushed and pulverized during transport 
by the ice. The igneous rock fragments, which are very hard, are also small, probably 
because the distance from their source is so great that even they were reduced in 
size by abrasion. The absence of coarse fragments is also due in part to the highly 
weathered condition of the till. 
The Wisconsinan glacier did not reach the Makanda area. At its greatest 
extent, during the Woodfordian advance, the glacier lay 118 miles to the north-
northeast in Shelby County. However, during the Wisconsinan glaciation loess was 
deposited far beyond the areas covered by the ice. The Roxana Silt and the Peoria 
Loess are loess deposits that record events of the Wisconsinan glaciation in this 
area. The loess deposits, consisting principally of very fine, powdery silt, were 
laid down by the wind. The silt was eroded from outwash in the Mississippi Valley. 
There were two major advances of the Wisconsinan glacier into the Midwest. 
These advances, called the Altonian and the Woodfordian, both entered Illinois from 
the northeast (fig. 2). The Roxana Silt, the lower loess in this exposure, was 
deposited during the advance and retreat of the Altonian glQcier between 75,000 and 
28,000 years ago. During the Altonian glaciation meltwater from the ice front in 
Minnesota and Wisconsin was depositing a thick valley train in the Mississippi Valley. 
The Roxana usually has a characteristic pinkish brown color. 
The Peoria Loess, which typically is tan in color, was deposited mainly 
during the advance and retreat of the Woodfordian glacier between 22,000 and 12,500 
years ago. During the Woodfordian glaciation great amounts of meltwater again flowed 
down the Mississippi Valley and deposited another thick valley train of outwash. 
Loess deposition also continued during a later glaciation, the Valderan, from about 
11,000 to 7,000 years ago. The Valderan glacier did not enter Illinois. 
Continue ahead. 
0.2 7.4 T-road from right. Continue ahead around the curve to the left on the 
blacktop. 
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0.2 7.6 To the right through the trees is Devil's Kitchen Lake. 
Construction of this lake was begun by the U. s. Soil Conservation Service 
with assistance from the Works Project Administration and the Civilian Conservation 
Corps in 1940. However, construction had not progressed very far by 1957 when the 
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers took it over. The Corps, working through the Bureau 
of Fisheries and Wildlife, completed the lake in 1959. 
Maximum length - approximately 4 miles. 
Maximum width - ~ mile. 
Shoreline length - 24 miles. 
Spillway elevation - 510 feet above mean sea level. 
Water acreage - 810 acres. 
Greatest depth - 90 feet. 
Average depth - 36 feet. 
Main purposes - 1) Originally planned as area for cottage sites. 
However, cost of installing water mains Qnd sewer lines through bedrock finally 
prohibited this intended use, and it was decided to leave it as a natural recreation 
area; 2) alternate water supply for Crab Orchard Lake, which is about 2.7 miles to 
the north. 
0.45 8.05 T-road from right toward Devil 1 s Kitchen Lake Dam. Continue ahead 
straight. 
0.8 8.85 DANGEROUS INTERSECTION FROM RIGHT. Continue ahead (north). 
0.25 
0.1 
0.2 
9.1 
9.2 
9.4 
T-road from left. Continue ahead (north). 
Fire tower on left. 
Crossing crest of thick drift. To the north is a relatively thin 
drift cover averaging perhaps 25 feet in thickness on top of easily 
eroded Pennsylvanian sediments of the Kewanee Group. 
0.65 10$05 Y-intersection. Veer left on blacktop. 
0.25 10.3 CAUTION. Narrow bridge. 
0.8 11.1 Crossroads. Continue ahead. 
0.5 11.6 T-road from left. Continue ahead on blacktop. 
0.65 12.25 Curve left. 
1.05 13.3 Curve right. 
0.15 13.45 T-road from left. Continue ahead straight. 
0.15 13.6 Entering Crab Orchard Wildlife Refuge. Curve left. 
0.6 14.2 Crossroads. Continue ahead straight. 
0.4 14.6 Enter parking area to right for Crab Orchard Lake spillway. 
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0.05 14.65 Stop 3. Crab Orchard L8ke Spillway Section (NW~ - NW~ Sec •. 30, T. 9 S., 
R. 1 E., Williamson County). 
This lake was constructed by the U. s. Soil Conservation Service with 
assistance from the Works Project Administration and the Civili~n Conservation Corps. 
The WPA did moat of the actual building. 
Construction date - completed in 1938. 
Maximum length - approximately 9 miles. 
Maximum width - 5 miles. 
Shoreline length - 127 miles. 
Spillway elevation - 405 feet Above mean sea level. 
Water acreage - 7,000 acres. 
Greatest depth - 35 feet. 
Average depth - 6 feet. 
Main purposes - 1) Industri~l water supply for attracting new industry 
to southern Illinois, which was ~ severely depressed area as a result of the Depres-
sion; 2) recreation purposes. 
The spillway is sitting astride an elongate sand body of the Pennsylvanian 
Spoon Formation. Stratigraphically, this sandstone is considerably higher than the 
sandgtones of the Caseyville Formation -discussed at Stop 1. Quartz pebbles, gener-
ally found in Caseyville sandstones, decrease in abundance upward, are reported only 
occasionally in sandstones of the overlying Abbott Formation, and are absent in 
younger form~tions. Mica discernible by the naked eye usually is not recognizable 
in Caseyville sandstones, but it does become increasingly common in younger forma-
tions. Interstitial clay, which occurs in pore spaces or voids between sand grains, 
increases in abundance in the strata above the Caseyville Formation. 
The uneven surface downstream from the spillw~y lip shows an abundant com-
plex of cross-b~dded structures. Shallow troughs filled with cross-bedded sedimenta-
tion units are common. Trough axes are oriented in a southeasterly direction, and 
most cross-bedding dips in th•t direction. Edges of cross-beds, which are very 
conspicuous on the sandstone surface, are concave in a southeasterly down-current 
direction. 
About 400 feet west of the concret~ spillway lip on the south side of 
Crab Orchard Creek is an impressive cut through a sand body that lies unconformably 
above lower strata (fig. 5 show! east one-third of the cut). If the water level is 
low enough, a tilted coal seam, possibly the Murphysboro Coal Member, can be seen 
about one-third of the way from the east end of the cut. The rafted coal streaks 
noted in fig. 5 are probably pieces of the coal that is tilted below them. Near the 
northwest end of the cut, heyond the edge of fig. 5, an irregular mass of coal 
almost 2 feet thick occurs near the base of the massive sandstone. This coal also 
appears to have been r~fted into this position. Nearby are other isolated pieces 
up to & inches thick. 
Survey geologists studying this exposure feel that the lower tilted silt-
stones and coal slid into a newly formed channel adjacent to their place of deposi-
tion. The movement into this channel occurred before the sediments were completely 
indurated (hardened). 
Stop at west end of parking lot. Turn left sharply. Use extreme 
caution. Heavy cross traffic. Continue back toward the east up the 
hill. 
0.4 
0.6 
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change in dip - apparently the lateral margin of a channel 
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Fig. 5 - viagrammatic sketch of sandstone lying unconformably on lower strata along south 
side of Crab Orchard Creek about 400 feet west of Crab Orchard Lake 1 s concrete spillway lip. 
15.1 Crossroads. Turn right (south) onto rock road. 
15.7 T-road from left. Continue ahead (south). 
0.55 16.25 T-road intersection. Turn right (west). 
0.3 16.55 T-road intersection. Turn right. 
1.0 17.55 Stop 4. Pennsylvanian strata exposed in abandoned strip mine pit of 
the Tab No. 1 Mine (SWt SW~ SW~ Sec. 25 and NW~ NE~ Sec. 36, T. 9 S., 
R. 1 W., Jackson County). 
Sedimentary History of th~ Pennsylvanian Rocks 
Pennsylvanian sedimentary rocks form the bedrock surface over approximately 
four-fifths of Illinois and have a maximum cumulative thickness of about 3,000 fe et . 
They were deposited between about 270 and 310 million years ago and contain all of 
I l l inois' minable coal beds, whose recoverable reserves are estimated at 137 billion 
t ons, the largest known reserves of bituminous coal in the United States. Coal is 
o·tt.e of the state 1 s most important mineral resources, accounting for over one-thi r ri 
o f the total production value, which in 1969 amounted to approximately $692,900, (;'_: 0 . 
I n 1969, almost 65 million tons of coal valued at over $280 million were mined in 
I l linois, 40.4 percent of the value of all of the state's mineral products. About 
46.5 percent of the total yearly production came from underground mines. Supplying 
about 11.5 percent of the total United States coal production for the year, the 
state ranked fourth among the coal-producing states in the nation (Busch, 1971). 
Unlike the older sedimentary rocks in Illinois, which consist of fairly 
thick units of limestone, dolomite, sandstone, and shale, the Pennsylvanian strata 
are made up of comparatively thin rock units, often only a few inches thick and rarely 
exceeding 30 feet. They are characterized by frequent and abrupt vertical changes in 
rock type. Several hundred individual units--sandstone, shale, siltstone, clay, 
limestone, and coal--are present in the Pennsylvanian System. Many of these individ-
ual units are quite variable in thickness and grade laterally from one rock type to 
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another. However, some units, especially the limestones, are very persistent later-
ally and can be traced over large areas of the state. 
About 30 years ago, geologists at the Illinois Geological Survey noted 
from their field studies of the Pennsylvanian strata that the various individual 
rock units occur in regular sequences which are repeated many times. Each regular 
sequence represents ~ cycle of sedimentation during which the individual units were 
deposited under environmental conditions that changed with time. Each cycle of sedi-
mentation, called a cyclothem, consists of several lithologic units, part of which 
were deposited under marine conditions and part under nonmarine conditions. On the 
basis of extensive studies of the entire Pennsylvanian System in Illinois and the 
Midwest, the geologists determined that an ideally complete cyclothem consists of 
ten distinct sedimentary units. The chart on the next page shows the arrangement of 
units in the ideal cyclothem. Only a few of the approximately 50 cyclothems that 
have been described in Illinois contain all ten units. Usually one or more units 
are missing, but the order of arrangement is almost always the same. Each cyclothem 
most commonly includes a basal sandstone overlain by an underclay, coal, black slaty 
shale, limestone, and gray shale. 
The variety of sedimentary rock types in the Pennsylvanian System, the 
thinness of individual units, the abrupt and frequent vertical changes in rock types, 
and the lateral variations in thickness and lithology of most units indicate a wide 
range of depositional conditions which changed fairly rapidly with time. The cycli-
cal character of the sedimentary sequences also indicates that the depositional con-
ditions during Pennsylvanian time changed in a regular manner. The geologic framework 
which produced these conditions is not exactly known, but we know that it was unique 
to the Pennsylvanian Period, because no other system of sedimentary rocks in the 
· geologic column exhibits a comparable development of cyclic sediments. 
Geologists have offered several explanations for the Pennsylvanian cyclo-
thems, too numerous and detailed to discuss at the present time. However, the 
presence of both marine and nonmarine deposits in each cyclothem indicates that 
invasion and withdrawal of the sea occurred during the formation of each cycle. The 
repeated alternations of marine and nonmarine sedimentary rocks also indicate that 
there were many intervals of invasion and withdrawal. In general, the sandstone-
underclay-coal portion (the lower five units) of each cyclothem is nonmarine and was 
deposited on coastal lowlands from which the sea had withdrawn. However, some of the 
sandstones are entirely or partially marine. The units above the coal are marine 
sediments which were deposited during the invasion part of the cycle. The exact 
mechanism which caused these repeated relative changes in sea level is not known, 
but the occurrences of cyclic Pennsylvanian sediments on many of the continents 
suggests that the sea level fluctuations were world-wide. The following discussion 
briefly explains the geologic conditions that probably existed in the Illinois-Indiana 
region during the Pennsylvanian Period. 
At the end of the Mississippian Period about 310 million years ago, the 
Mississippian sea withdrew from the Midcontinent region, and a long interval of 
erosion followed during early Pennsylvanian time. During this erosion interval, 
several hundred feet of Chesterian (Upper Mississippian) strata were eroded away, 
and an ancient Pennsylvanian river system, called the Michigan River, cut deep chan-
nels into the Mississippian sedimentary rocks. This erosion was interrupted by the 
invasion of the early Pennsylvanian sea. 
For the remainder of Pennsylvanian time the northeast part of the Illinois 
Basin was a broad swampy · lowland bordering the shallow sea which lay to the south-
west (fig. 6). This lowland stood only a few feet above sea level; therefore, only 
1 
• 
Shale, gray, sandy at top; contains marine fossils and 
ironstone concretions, especially in lower part. 
Limestone; contains marine fossils. 
Shale, black, hard, laminated; contains large spheroidal 
concretions and marine fossils. 
Limestone; contains marine fossils. 
Shale, gray; pyritic nodules and ironstone concretions 
common at base; plant fossils locally common at base; 
marine fossils rare. 
Coal; locally contains clay or shale partings. 
Underclay, mostly medium to light gray but dark gray at 
top; upper part noncalcareous, lower part calcareous. 
-+~-....---.-..:....t.._. Limestone, argillaceous; occurs in nodules or discon-
tinuous beds; usually nonfossiliferous. 
Shale, gray, sandy. 
Sandstone, fine grained, micaceous, and siltstone, 
argillaceous; varies from massive to thin bedded; 
usually has an uneven lower surface. 
AN IDEALLY COMPLETE CYCLOTHEM 
(Reprinted from ~'ig. 42, Bulletin No. 66, Geology and Mineral Resources of the Marseilles, 
Ottawa, and Streator Quadrangles, by H. B. Willman and J. Norman Payne) 
• 
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Fig. 6 - Paleogeography ot Illinois-Indiana region during Pennsylvanian 
time. The diagram shows the Michigan River Delta and the JOsitions of 
the shoreline and the sea at an instant ot time during the Pennsylvanian 
Period. 
slight changes in relative sea level caused great shifts in the position of the shore-
line. A slight rise in sea level would have caused submergence of the low borderland, 
followed by marine deposition; and conversely, a slight lowering would have caused 
emergence of the lowland and much of the shelf of the Illinois Basin, followed by 
nonmarine deposition and erosion. 
The Michigan River system, which flowed across the low borderland from the 
northeast, carried mud and sand from northern highlands and built a great delta out 
into the sea, much like the present-day Mississippi River delta in Louisiana. 
Throughout Pennsylvanian time the Illinois Basin continued to subside, and along with 
the worldwide sea level changes, this subsidence caused the position of the shoreline 
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to change continually. The delta front oscillated northward and southward for hun-
dreds of miles because of changes in sea level, intermittent subsidence of the basin, 
and variations in the amounts of sediment carried seaward from the land. 
At various times conditions at any place on the shallow sea floor favored 
the deposition of sandstone, limestone, or shale. Sandstone was deposited near the 
mouths of distributary channels. These sands were reworked by waves and spread as 
thin sheets near the shore. The shales were deposited in quiet water areas--in 
delta bays between distributaries, in lagoons behind barrier bars, and in deeper 
water beyond the nearshore zone of sand deposition. Limestone, which formed by 
chemical precipitation from the sea and by the accumulation of limy shells of marine 
plants and animals, was usually deposited farther from shore than the sandstone and 
shale, but some limestone was formed in nearshore areas where little sand and mud 
were being deposited. The areas of sandstone, shale, and limestone deposition con-
tinually changed as the position of the shoreline changed and as the delta distribu-
taries extended seaward or shifted their positions laterally along the shore. 
The nonmarine sandstones, shales, and limestones were deposited on the 
deltaic lowland bordering the sea. The nonmarine sandstones were deposited in dis-
tributary channels, in river channels, and on the broad floodplains of the rivers. 
Many of the channel sands are preserved as elongate channel deposits in the cyclo-
thems. Some of these sand bodies, 100 or more feet thick, cut through many of the 
underlying rock units. The shQles were deposited mainly on floodplains. Fresh-water 
limestones and some shales were deposited locally in fresh-water lakes and swamps. 
The coals were formed by the accumulation of plant material, usually where it grew, 
beneath the quiet waters of extensive swamps. Lush forest vegetation, which thrived 
in the warm, moist Pennsylvanian climate, covered the region. The origin of the 
underclays beneath the coals is not exactly known, but they were probably deposited 
in the swamps as slackwater muds before and during the formation of the coals. The 
formation of coal marked the end of the nonmarine portion of the depositional cycle. 
Resubmergence of the borderland by the sea interrupted nonmarine deposition, and the 
marine portion of the cyclothem was then laid down over the coal. 
Origin of Coal 
It is generally accepted that the Pennsylvanian coals originated by the 
accumulation of vegetable matter, usually in place, beneath the waters of extensive, 
shallow, fresh to brackish swamps. They represent the last-formed deposits of the 
nommarine portions of the cyclothems. The swamps occupied vast areas of the deltaic 
coastal lowland, which bordered the shallow Pennsylvanian sea. A luxuriant growth 
of forest plants, many quite different from the plants of today, flourished in the 
warm Pennsylvanian climate. Today 1 s common deciduous trees were not present, and the 
flowering plants had not yet evolved. Instead the jungle-like forests were dominated 
by giant ancestors of presently-existing club-mosses, horse-tails, ferns, conifers, 
and cycads. The undergrowth also was well developed, consisting of many ferns, fern-
like plants, and small club-mosses. Most of the plant fossils found in the coals 
and associated sedimentary rocks show no annual growth rings; this lack suggests 
rapid growth rates and absence of seasonal clim~tic variations. Many of the Pennsyl-
vanian plants, such as the seed ferns, became extinct. 
Plant debris from the rapidly growing swamp forests, composed of leaves, 
twigs, branches, and logs, accumulated as thick mats of peat on the floor of the 
swamps. Normally, vegetable matter rapidly decays by oxidation to water, nitrogen, 
and carbon dioxide. However, the cover of swamp waters, which were probably stagnant 
and .low in oxygen, prevented the complete oxidation and decay of the peat deposits. 
I. 
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The periodic invasions of the Pennsylvanian sea across the coastal swamps 
ki. lled the Pennsylvanian forests and initiated marine conditions of deposition. The 
peat deposits were buried by marine sediments. Following burial, the peat deposits 
became gradually transformed into coal by slow chemical and physical changes in which 
pressure (compaction by the enormous weight of overlying sedimentary layers), heat 
(also due to deep burial), and time were the most important factors. Water and vola-
tile substances (nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen) were slowly driven off during the 
coalification process, and the peat deposit8 were changed into coal. 
Coals have been classified by ranks which depend on the degree of coalifi-
cation. The commonly recognized ranks of coal, in order of increasing rank, are (1) 
brown coal or lignite, (2) sub-bituminous, (3) bituminous, (4) semi-bituminous, (5) 
semi-anthracite; and (6) anthracite. Each higher rank is characterized by increasing 
amounts of fixed carbon and decreasing amounts of oxygen and other volatiles. Hard-
ness of coal Rlso increases with increasing rank. All of Illinois' coals are bitu-
minous. 
Underclays occur beneath most of the coals in Illinois. Because underclays 
are generally unstratified (unlayered), are leached and possess a bleached appearance, 
and generally contain plant roots, many geologists consider them to represent the old 
soils on which the coal-forming plants grew. 
The exact origin of the carbonaceous black shales, which occur above many 
coals, is uncertain. The black shale may represent a deposit which formed under 
restricted marine (lagoonal) conditions during the initial part of the invasion 
cycle, when the region was still closed off from the open sea. The lagoons, which 
formed behind offshore sand bars, were quiet-water areas where very fine, iron-rich 
muds and finely-divided plant debris were washed in from the land. The high organic 
content of the black shales is also in part due to the carbonaceous remains of plants 
and animals that lived in the lagoons. The fossil remains of animals in the black 
shales are typically, although not always, depauperate (dwarf), because the animals 
were stunted by toxic conditions in the sulfide-rich waters of the lagoons. Many 
black shales are virtually barren of fossils because swimming and bottom-dwelling 
animals could not live in the stagnant waters. The phosph~tic siderite nodules which 
occur in the Pennsylvanian shales were formed by chemical precipitation of calcium 
carbonate, iron carbonate (siderite), snd phosphate from the brackish lagoonal waters. 
Coal production figures were first recorded for Illinois' counties in 1882. 
For the 88-year period from 1882 through 1969, Jackson County has reported production 
each year and has a recorded cumulative production of 97,147,642 tons. In 1969, two 
mines reported a total of more than 100,555 tons, all from stripping operations. This 
coal was valued at more than $434,000, which ranked the county 20th out of 24 counties 
producing coal that year (Busch, 1971). 
Fig. 7 presents a composite geologic column for Stop 4. There is no one 
place where all of the stratigraphic elements can be studied; therefore, exposures 
showing. 2n overlapping of stratigraphic units were used for this compilation. Since 
not all of the stratigraphic relations are understood between this small area and 
adjacent coal-producing areas, some uncertainties persist concerning names for the 
various units exposed. Part of the problem hinges on the fact that the lower coal 
is not exposed at the present, and as a result detailed samples cannot be examined 
now for comparison chemically and botanically with other nearby coal~. 
A comparison of the fossil plant spore assemblage from the middle coal with 
that from known samples of the Murphysboro Coa l Member f rom the type area indi cates 
z 
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! needed to prove or disprove this. 
An examination of the spoil 
banks from the lower coal shows a 
I large number of black shale pieces. 
Many of these pieces have excellent 
plant fossil fragments in them. 
Sketches of some of these fossils are 
shown in fig. 8. Splitting of other, 
apparently barren shale pieces may 
also provide excellent specimens. 
About 90 percent of the specimens 
found have been Neuropteris scheuch-
zeri, 8 percent Cordaites leaves, and 
2 percent specimens of Pecopteris sp., 
Neuropteris sp. (with smaller pinnules 
than N. scheuchzeri), Alethopteris sp., 
"Odontopteris" (basal pinnules of 
Neuropteris scheuchzeri), roots, 
neuropterial stems or ~xes, Artisia, 
and some biv~lves. 
Continue straight ahead. 
1.05 18.6 CAUTION. Narrow bridge. 
Continue ahead straight. 
Note sandstone in creek 
bed on the left. 
0.4 19.0 CAUTION. Narrow bridge. 
0.8 19.8 STOP. T-road with black-
top. Turn left (south) 
on blacktop. Continue 
ahead on blacktop to Giant 
City State Park. 
1.3 21.1 Bridge across Drury Creek. 
0.3 21.4 Crossroads. Continue 
ahead straight. For 
Fig. 7 - Composite geologic section for Stop 4. almost the next 5 miles, 
0 
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Fig. 8 - Plant fos~ils from Tab Mine No. l, Jackson County. All natural size except out-
line of leaf shape on {2), which is 1/10 natural size. (1) Neuropteris scheuchzeri (with 
a hand lens hairs can be seen on many specimens); (2) Cordaites (leaf; normally only frag-
ments of the very long leaf are found; note scales); (3) Artisia (pith cast of Cordait~s 
stem or branch); (4} Neuropteris sp. ; ( 5) Peco~t€ris sp.; ( 6) Alethopteris sp. ; (7) Cala-
mites sp.; (8) Annularia sp.; (9) roots. 
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route crosses the area of thick Illinoian drift. 
21.. 9 Crossroads. Continue ahead straight. 
1.0 22.9 Crossroads. Continue ahead straight. Giant City School on southwest 
corner of intersection. 
1.2 24.1 Curve left. 
0.65 24.75 T-road from left. Continue ahead straight. 
0.4 25.15 T-road from left to Little Grassy Creek. Continue ahead straight (south). 
1.05 26.2 Entrance to Southern Illinois University Laboratory Administrative 
Center on left. Continue ahead straight. 
0.3 26.5 CAUTION. Narrow bridge. 
0.9 27.4 T-road from right. Continue ahead straight. 
0.7 28.1 Crossroads. Continue ahead straight. 
0.6 28.7 T-road from right. Continue ahead straight and curve to the left. 
Leaving the glaciated area. 
0.35 29.05 STOP. T-read. Turn left (east) on blacktop toward the Lodge. 
Visitors Center is straight ahead before making the turn. 
0.05 29.1 T-road from left. Continue ahead on blacktop. 
0.35 29.45 Entrance to Lodge parking on the right. Continue ahead straight past 
the front of the Lodge and descend hill. 
0.2 29.65 Descend to the lower park level. 
0.5 30.15 Parking area playground on left. Continue ahead and cross two bridges. 
Through the trees on the right notice the steep sandstone bluffs. 
0.4 30.55 Turn left and enter parking area. 
Stop 5. Lunch. Visit to "Giant City" (E~ NEt Sec. 3 and W~ W~ NW~ 
Sec. 2, T. 11 S., R. 1 W., Union County). 
The property comprising Giant City State Park was acquired by the State of 
Illinois in 1927. The park consists of more than 1,700 acres, ranking it as one of 
the larger of the state's parks. 
The park derived its name from a group of huge detached sandstone blocks 
that resemble city blocks and streets. This particular group is located in the 
south part of the park. The northwestern part of "Giant City" is only about a 
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quarter of a mile southeast of the parking area. However, the complete trail 
through the "city" is about a mile long and provides a fairly strenuous hike. 
The huge blocks of rock comprising "Giant City" are masses of the Pounds 
Sandstone Member of the Caseyville Formation. The Pounds in this area is 80 to 120 
feet thick. As a result of numerous up-and-down movements associated with earth-
quakes in southern Illinois, slumping, and possibly compacting of the underlying 
sediments, the Pennsylvanian rocks have become jointed (fractured or cracked) in 
many directions. 
When a stream cuts through a hard rock, such as limestone or massive sand-
stone, into a softer rock, such as shale, the softer rock is removed faster than the 
harder rock is, so that the latter is gradually undercut. Eventually it is undercut 
so far that masses of it break off. The Pounds Sandstone at "Giant City" is jointed 
along two general directions, and the resulting blocks settle down readily whenever 
the support provided by the underlying Drury Shale Member is reduced. Inasmuch as 
the shale is soft and "greasy" when wet, the joint-blocks gradually slide down the 
shale slope and thus move away from the parent ledge. This sliding is assisted by 
the presence of considerable water that soaks down through the pervious Pounds Sand-
stone until it encounters the less pervious Drury Shale and then flows laterally to 
issue as seeps and springs wherever the contact between the two formations is exposed. 
The numerous springs in the park owe their origin to this movement of ground water. 
The sandstone exhibits some interesting features, especially variegated 
colors and oddly roughened surfaces that result from weathering. A small amount of 
iron combined with oxygen to form iron oxides is contained in the sandstone and is 
distributed by ground water that seeps through the rock. When the iron oxides, some-
times mixed with water to form hydroxides, are deposited or dried they become minerals 
that range in color from buff through brown and red to black. Consequently on and 
near surfaces that have been exposed to weathering for some time the sandstone is 
stained various shades of red, brown, or yellow and may be slightly hardened by the 
addition of the minerals left by evaporating water, whereas the unweathered sand-
stone is soft and white or light buff. Sometimes the minerals collect in pellets or 
concretions in the rock, and on exposed surfaces these concretions weather out more 
rapidly than the rock weathers so that a peculiar pitted surface results. Sometimes 
the concretions are so formed that they include the sandstone grains, and such con-
cretions stand up as knobs on exposed surfaces. The minerals also settle along cracks 
or whatever courses the ground water follows and thus serve as a cement binding the 
sandstone grains firmly together. The sandstone that is thus cemented is more resist-
ant to weathering than is the non-cemented sand~tone, so that on exposed surfaces, 
especially on perpendicular cliff faces, simple to intricately convoluted ridges 
("liesegang" structures) of iron-cemented sandstone stand out in relief against the 
less resistant rock and form weird and fanciful designs. 
Continue ahead. 
0.1 30.65 Intersection with blacktop road at west end of parking lot. Turn left 
and follow blacktop around to north. 
0.05 30.7 T-road from left. Continue ahead straight on the blacktop and ascend 
hill. 
0.2 30.9 CAUTION. Intersection from right. Continue ahead straight. 
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0.1 31.0 Giant City Park office on right. Continue ahead (north) under underpass. 
0.25 31.25 Notice thick ledges of Pounds Sandstone on the right and in Stonefort 
Creek on the left. 
0.65 31.9 Notice old spoil piles from coal drift mines on left across creek. 
0.1 32.0 Bridge. 
0.05 32.05 Parking area on left. 
Stop 6. Coal exposure in the lower part of the Pounds Sandstone. 
Exposure located 400-500 feet up southeast tributary to Stonefort Creek 
in north-facing stream cut (NE~ SEt SEt Sec. 27, T. 10 S., R. 1 W., 
Jackson County). 
The massive Pounds Sandstone is generally free from shale but does contain 
local lenses and thin beds of shale. Coal lenses occur at many horizons in the sand-
stone. Generally, these coals range 
from a few inches to a foot thick 
\ 
. . I 
and are not widespread horizontally. 
Some of the thicker lenses have been _:_:~~--·--sandstc;me, light gray, hard, 
: . • ·: . • :· 1 massJ.ve 6'+ mined in the past. The coal lens 
. .· 1 
- ------Cone Paled 
~ contains sandstone lenses and' 
4' 
exposed here (fig. 9) h~s been mined 
at several places along this tribu-
tary valley. Presumably the spoil 
piles on the west side of Stonefort 
Creek and 0.1 mile upstream from the 
bands J ~ Shale, dark gray, poorly b~dded 5' bridge over this tributary are from ..---Coal, b~ocky, weathered , l enticular, g~~~a1.ns sandstone nodules near 117 " 
-:- __ -:J ---Shale, medium gray, silty, becomes 
-:_· .. ·-~- becorr.es blocky downward 21811 
· · · · .. -.. .Sandstone, m~dium gray, fine 
gral.ned, thin beaded 
·· ----
- --- ' Concealed 
-=--=-..: \ 
·shale, gray, poorly bedded, blocky 
11611 
2'7" 
3' 
--- -~ Concealed 1' 7 11 ~ -~~~11 Shale, medium gray, silty; in lower 
_ _-:-~ --_:' i _ .. . /' ¥~r;~o~hi~~ta1r,s silt lenses up 121 
· -~----=--, 
·-~~ -~j 
<":".:J_'·\ 
. _---·concealed 21711 
~-- ~ __ ... -· Shale, yellow bro-wn with some gray, 
-~~ weathered, soft; contains 1' silt 
---· ·· lens 2' 6" 
. - - · .Conce.ale d 
• • 1 ,....sands tone, brownish gray, me di urn 
·- \ -- grained, thick bedded to massive 31+ 
. \ 
Stonefort Creek 
It'ip.:. - GP.ologic section for Stop 6. 
mines operating in this same lens of 
coal. 
Continue ahead. 
0.05 32.1 Bridge. 
0.1 32.2 Bridge. 
0.2 32.4 Pounds Sandstone ledges 
overhanging roadway. 
0.1 32.5 Part of the eastern end 
of the "Stone Fort" is 
visible on top of the 80-foot high 
bluff of Pounds Sandstone to the 
northwest across the open field. 
Prehistoric man erected seven known 
rock structures in southern Illinois, 
and this is one of the better examples. 
At first these structures were 
thought to be defensive fortifica-
tions, but research indicates that 
they probably were buffalo traps. 
Before early man had guns, and 
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possibly even bows and arnows, animals may have been driven into these impoundments 
and then stampeded over the cliff to the ground below where the crippled animals 
could be more easily killed. 
0.1 32.6 
0.3 32.9 
0.1 33.0 
0.2 33.2 
Stone Fort parking area on left. Continue ahead. 
Bridge. Immediately across the bridge and to the left a large sandstone 
block has slid out from the base of the bluff. 
On the left are several large sandstone blocks that have tipped into 
various positions as they have slid away from the bluff. 
T-road intersection. Turn left at the arrow pointing towards Route 51. 
0.35 33.55 Enter village of Makanda. 
0.15 33.7 Turn hard right and cross Illinois Central Railroad. CAUTION. 
Dangerous crossing. 
0.1 33.8 Cross Drury Creek. 
0.05 33.85 Turn hard left. 
0.15 34.0 Leave village of Makanda ~nd ascend hill. 
0.55 34.55 T-road from left. Continue ahead straight on blacktop. 
0.15 34.7 Descend steep hill. CAUTION. Crooked road. 
0.85 35.55 Crossroads. STOP. Intersection with Route 51. Turn left (south) on 
Route 51 (the new highway). 
0.2 35.75 View to the right (southwest) includes Bald Knob Cross in the distance. 
1.2 36.95 Roadcut exposure on right. Pennsylvanian sandstones and shales showing 
cross-bedding and contorted bedding common to elongate sand bodies. 
0.35 37.3 Continuation of the exposure noted earlier, this time on the south 
valley wall. The lenticular nature of some of the sandstone beds here 
and the contorted cross-bedding are more pronounced than in the pr~vious 
exposure. 
0.9 38.2 Pennsylvanian sandstone exposed in the ditches on either side of the 
road. Below the guard rail area to the left in the bottom of the 
valley is thicker sandstone that is a quartz pebble conglomerate in the 
Caseyville Formation. 
0.75 38.95 Roadcut in Kinkaid Limestone. Notice some of the solution channels 
carved into the limestone along joint faces. 
0.4 39.35 Cross Illinois Central Railroad overpass. 
0.45 39.8 Kinkaid Limestone exposed on the right. 
I ~ 
0.2 40.0 
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Pull well off the road. USE EXTREME CAUTION. 
Stop 7. Mississippian-Pennsylvanian contact exposed in new roadcut 
and sinkholes near south end of roadcut (E~ SW\ NWt and SW~ SE~ NW~ 
Sec. 21, T. 11 S., R. 1 W., Union County). 
Depositional History of the Mississippian Sedimentary Rocks 
Bedrock strata older_ than Pennsylvanian rocks exposed in the Makanda field 
trip area are Chesterian (Upper Mississippian) formations which consist of limestones, 
sandstones, and shales, with the sandstones and shales dominant. These formations 
form part of a thick section of Mississippian strata which occur in the Upper Missis-
sippi Valley. The Mississippian rocks in this region have a total cumulative thick-
ness of 2,000 to 2,500 feet and form the type section for which the Mississippian 
System of rocks was named. 
During Mississippian time, from 350 to 310 million years ago, the mid-
continent of North America was a generally low-lying, stable platform. Clear, warm, 
shallow seas invaded the region, and the Mississippi Valley remained almost contin-
ually submerged throughout the Mississippian Period. During the middle part of the 
period the sea reached far to the north, and little sand and mud was carried into 
the Illinois Basin. The relatively pure Valmeyeran limestones, including the Salem, 
St. Louis, and Ste. Genevieve Limestones, were deposited over enormous areas on the 
continental platform. The sea in which these limestones were deposited was fairly 
shallow, probably only a few hundred feet deep generally, and in many areas only a 
few tens of feet. Marine animals found the shallow seas ideal for their development. 
Some of the limestones consist almost entirely of cemented fossil fragments or 
oolites and thus reflect the shallow, wave-swept conditions of deposition. 
Throughout Mississippian time the Illinois Basin was a slowly subsiding 
(sinking) region, flanked on the east by the Cincinnati Arch and on the west by the 
Ozark Dome, both structurally high, or positive, areas. These higher areas supplied 
little sand and mud to the Illinois Basin, and most clastic sediments were carried 
into the basin from land areas far to the north and northeast in what is now Canada 
by an ancient river system called the Michigan River. 
Near the end of Valmeyeran time the sea became more restricted in extent 
and the shoreline shifted southward. Increased amounts of sand •nd mud were deliv-
ered into the Illinois Basin by the Michigan River. Thin shales and sandstones in 
the upper part of the Ste. Genevieve Limestone indicate the depositional changes 
that were taking place. The overlying Aux Vases Sandstone records a great increase 
in the amount of sand that was deposited in the nearshore areas of the Mississippian 
sea. 
During the latter part of the Mississippian Period much greater amounts of 
sand and mud were carried into the sea by the Michigan River. A great delta was 
built out into the sea. This delta was very much like the present-day Mississippi 
River delta in Louisiana. As the Illinois Basin subsided slowly and as the amounts 
of sand and mud carried into the sea fluctuated, the extensive front of this delta 
oscillated northward and southward for hundreds of miles. 
The fluctuating shorelines, the shifting delta distributaries, and the 
continually changing water depths produced the striking vertical and lateral litho-
logical variations that can now be seen in the Chesterian formations. Regular alter-
nations of sandstone-shale and limestone formations we~e formed, each alternation 
beginning with deposition of basal sandstone and shale followed by deposition of 
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l.imestone. Sandstones and shales record times when the delta front extended tar out 
into the basin. Limestones indicate times when the shoreline was farther away. In 
some respects the alternation of the sediments of the Chesterian Series resembles 
the cyclothems of the Pennsylvanian System, which overlies the Mississippian rocks 
in much of Illinois (note attached geologic map). 
·Some of the Chesterian limestones are very pure, hut some are quite argil-
laceous (clayey) and sandy. Generally, the Chesterian sea was very shallow. Cross-
bedding and oolitic zones are common in the limestones, as are zones consisting of 
a hash of fossil remains that were broken by wave action. Sedimentary features such 
as pebbly zones, ripple marks, and cross-bedding are present in the sandstones, many 
of which are distributary and river channel sands. Thin coal seams associated with 
some of the sandstones indicate times when the sea withdrew temporarily and plant 
debris accumulated in fresh-water swamps. These late Mississippian coal swamps were 
forerunners of those that occurred more extensively later, during Pennsylvanian time. 
The Kinkaid Limestone (geologic column, page 5) is exposed along the west 
side of the road. The exposure commences at the bottom of the vertical face west of 
the guard rail, about 400 feet north of the downhill end of the main roadcut. About 
39 feet of the limestone is present, but the base of the limestone is not exposed. 
The Kinkaid is light to medium gray, weathering to yellow and reddish brown, dense· 
to medium-crystalline. Some beds are 3 feet thick and very fossiliferous, with some 
zones almost a coquina of fossil debris (mainly brachiopods and crinoids). The Kin-
kaid contains some stylolites up to 1 inch tall. The lower part of the limestone 
is overlain by 11 feet of shale that is olive gray, becoming medium to medium dark 
gray upward, thinly bedded, fissile, soft, and contains fragile bryozoan and brachio-
pod impressions. The top 5 feet of the shale contains gray and brownish gray, very 
argillaceous limestone lenses that range up to 2\ feet in diameter and 8 inches in 
thickness. Shale beds such as this one are of only local occurrence in the Kinkaid. 
Conformably overlying the shale is 14 feet of Kinkaid Limestone that is light to 
medium gray, fine- to medium-crystalline, very fossiliferous (contains numerous 
fragments of brachiopods and crinoids), with some beds up to 9~ feet thick. This 
limestone exhibits pronounced solution features such as a reddish clay-filled sink-
hole and highly etched solution surfaces. Above the thick-bedded limestone is about 
3 feet of yellowish brown and reddish brown, silty shale that is overlain by about 
1 foot of limestone. 
The thin limestone is overlain by 1 to 2 feet of reddish brmvn, bottom 
encrusted, medium-grained sandstone that is a part of the Pennsylvanian Battery Rock 
Sandstone Member. To the south along the roadcut the Battery Rock completely cuts 
down through the Mississippian Kinkaid an indeterminate distance into the 11-foot 
shale unit. The sandstone is at least 22 feet thick in this exposure. In the ditch 
are found lenses up to 1~ feet thick of the basal quartz pebble conglomerate of the 
Battery Rock. The quartz pebbles are up to 1 inch or more in diameter. The sandstone 
here is a sequence of cross-bedded, contorted, clean, hard, medium- to coarse-grained, 
quartzose sandstones irregularly interbedded with thin gray shale interlaminations. 
This is a very striking exposure showing the contact between the Mississip-
rtan and Pennsylvanian systems of strata. The thickness of the Kinkaid is difficult 
to measure in this region because of its highly eroded surface, but it probably is 
at least 140 feet. 
On the upland on both sides of the road, beyond the south end of the road-
cut, are some excellent sinkholes that have developed in the Kinkaid Limestone. 
Sinkhole dev~lopment in the area of tht field trip is restricted to places where 
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thick Chesterian limestones form the bedrock surface. At this stop the sinkholes 
are developed in the Kinkaid Limestone, and only a relatively small area appears to 
be affected. Other comparatively small areas having sinkhole development in the 
Kinkaid Limestone are scattered throughout the region of outcrop of this formation. 
Terrain characterized by subsurface .drainage, caves, sinkholes, and 
related solutional features is called karst topography. Although sinkholes are 
present in this region, other solutional features are not developed to an extent that 
would justify calling the topography "karst.'' More appropriately it would be called 
"sinkhole topography." Because of the scarcity of sinkholes in this area, perhaps 
the latter term is not strictly appropriate either. True karst areas such as those 
in southeastern Missouri, north central Kentucky, and southern Indiana do not exist 
in Illinois. 
Sinkholes form in two ways: (1) by roof collapse of caves near the surface, 
and (2) by solutional enlargement of fissures from the surface downward. In the first 
way, sinkhole formation takes place during a second stage of karst development 
following uplift and entrenchment of major drainage, after an initial period of 
cavern formation by vadose water (rain and ground water percolating above the per-
manent water table). Collapse sinks, known as ponors, are usually deep and steep-
walled. In the second way, large subterranean cavities may not even exist. These 
sinkholes, called dolines, may form at any time in the karst cycle. Dolines are 
usually shallow, saucer-shaped depressions whose depth is controlled by the depth 
of the water table at the time of formation. Both types of sinks are usually present 
in a sinkhole area. Some of the larger sinkholes in this vicinity are probably col-
lapse sinks, but most are dolines. 
0.8 40.8 
0.3 41.1 
Continue ahead south. 
Crossroads. North Cobden blacktop road. Turn left onto blacktop and 
descend hill. 
Cross bridge. 
Stop 8. Private lane to Rich 1 s Cave. The lane ends at the owner's 
house 0.2 mile up the hill. A comparatively easy walk of 0.4 mile 
east and south from the barn to the cave entrance on south side of 
headwaters of Drury Creek (SE~ NE~ ~Et Sec. 28, T. 11 S., R. 1 W., 
Union County). 
Rich's Cave has been developed in the Mississippian Kinkaid Limestone, 
which is overlain by the resistant Pennsylvanian (Caseyville} sandstones. The Casey-
ville protects the Kinkaid and caps Wing Hill (summit elevation 870 feet msl), a 
prominent southward extension of the Pennsylvanian escarpment. The 8-foot high 
cave entrance is not very impressive as it is located in a low spur, or bench, of 
Wing Hill where the limestone above the top of the opening is only 8 to 10 feet 
thick. A published map of the cave (Bretz and Harris, 1961) indicates that the 
cave, which has an elongate, zigzag plan, is developed essentially in an area 500 
feet long from north to south and nearly 180 feet wide. At the south end of this 
area a small sinkhole provides an exit from the cave. 
According to Bretz and Harris (1961) Rich's Cave was formed under phreatic 
conditions, that is, when the region was much lower, these rocks were within the 
zone of permanent ground-water saturation. Cave-making probably took place during 
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the late Tertiary (Pliocene) over 1 million years ago when the first peneplains 
(discussed earlier) were being developed. Repeated uplift of the region has raised 
the cave above the zone of saturation, and as a result percolating surface waters 
are presently enlarging the cave. Considerable lateral undercutting and widening 
have been done by a perennial cave stream, and large rock falls have been found. 
During the Pleistocene, probably when the Illinoian glacier was about 6 miles to the 
north, the cave was filled with unsorted limestone and chert rubble, sand, clay, and 
a top cover of fine silt. The latter was probably derived from loess that mantles 
Wing Hill. Although some solution work is going on at present, most of the enlarge-
ment of the cave is a result of erosion of the silt and gradual re-excavation of 
filled passages. 
Although this cave can readily be penetrated for more than 100 yards, 
there are narrow and low areas where wading through water and crawling through mud 
are necessary in order to traverse the cave. 
0.3 41.4 
0.3 41.7 
Turn around and retrace route to the southwest to highway 51. 
STOP. Intersection of Cobden Road and u.s. 51. Turn left (south) 
on 51. 
Stop 9. Degonia-Clore roadcut. Pull off onto the shoulder on the 
right as far as possible. USE EXTREME CAUTION. (E~ SEt NWt and W~ 
SWt NE~ Sec. 28, T. 11 S., R. 1 W., Union County.) 
This exposure provides an excellent opportunity to study the Mississippian 
Degonia Sandstone Formation, which crops out over a larger area than any other 
Chesterian formation because of its thickness (60-125 fee~, its resistance to 
erosion, and the fact that it caps two rather large flats. 
Here approximately 22 feet of the Degonia have been exposed in the road-
cut. It is light gray to brownish gray except for the basal 1 foot, which is dark 
yellowish brown with a reddish brown crust up to 1 inch thick at the base. The 
sandstone is cross-bedded and appears massive on the fresh surface, but close exam-
ination shows that it may weather in thin to medium beds separated by very thin, 
silty shale partings. Scattered iron-manganese nodules up to 4 inches in diameter 
occur in the lower 8 feet, and an incipient liesegang structure is present. The 
Degonia Sandstone resembles non-conglomeratic portions of the younger sandstones 
in the Caseyville (Pennsylvanian). This makes identification difficult wherever 
the two are placed in contact with each other in the absence of the Kinkaid Lime-
stone that usually separates them. 
Beneath the Degonia Sandstone is a sequence of greenish gray, olive gray, 
dark gray, and olive shales that is approximately 12 feet thick. The lower part of 
the shale is cut out by discontinuous pods of light brownish gray, dense, sparingly 
fossiliferous, massive limestone up to 4~ feet thick and 6 feet in dian1eter. On the 
basis of this much carbonate, it seems likely that these shales and this limestone 
comprise the Clore Formation rather than the basal part of the Degonia, which can 
be shaly and thin-bedded. The shale is underlain by 10 inches of yellowish- and 
reddish-brown, silty, plastic clay. · Four feet of yellowish brown, fine- to medium-
grained siltstone occurs beneath the clay and overlies more than 5~ feet of medium 
gray and tan, fissile, very smooth to very finely silty shale. The rest of the 
slope below the south end of the roadcut is concealed. 
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To the east and northeast in Saline, Gallatin, White, Edwards, and Wabash 
Counties, the Degonia and Clore Formations are important gas and oil producers. 
Continue ahead. 
0.8 42.5 South Cobden crossroad. Continue ahead (south). 
0.5 43.0 Crossroad. Turn right. 
0.1 43.1 T-road from right. Continue ahead (south). 
0.05 43.15 Stop 10. Tar Springs Sandstone in Cache Creek. Exposure lies towards 
the left between the gravel road and Route 51 (N~ NW~ SW~ Sec. 33, 
T. 11 S., R. 1 W., Union County). 
The Mississippian Tar Springs Sandstone Formation is the lowermost of the 
upper (Elviran) Chesterian formations and is the oldest bedrock to be studied in the 
field trip area. Generally, the Tar Springs can be divided into three parts. The 
upper 10-20 feet consists of thin-bedded sandstone, sandy shale, and shale. The 
middle 40 to 60 feet is composed of medium-grained sandstone in 8- to 36-inch thick 
beds. Bed thickness increases toward the base of this _portion. The lower 0 to 20 
feet consists of thin-bedded sandstone and shale, which are usually concealed by 
talus (rubble) from overlying strata. 
Strata exposed in Cache Creek at this stop belong to the middle part of 
the formation and are medium grained and cross-bedded. Ripple marks are not common 
in the middle portion of the formation. Some scour marks are present. This part 
of the formation is the cliff-forming portion noted at other localities. 
The Tar Springs Sandstone is another important oil and gas producer north 
and northeast, in the deeper parts of the Illinois Basin. 
0.05 43.2 
0.1 43.3 
0.5 43.8 
0.7 44.5 
0.1 44.6 
Turn around and retrace route back to Route 51. 
T-road from left. Continue ahead north on rock road. 
STOP. Intersection with Route 51. Turn left and continue ahead north 
on Route 51. 
Crossroads. South Cobden Road. Turn right (east) on bl~cktop road. 
To the left notice the Caseyville Sandstone capping the hill. 
Stop 11. View to east showing the Caseyville-capped hills And the 
Kinkaid-Degonia flat (NWt NWt NEt Sec. 33, T. 11 S., R. 1 W., Union 
County). 
This stop affords one of the better opportunities to view the Pennsylvanian 
Caseyville escarpment immediately to the left (north) and in the distance straight 
ahead (east). Some of the distant hills are capped by isolated remnants of the 
Caseyville escarpment. The Mississippian-Pennsylvanian boundary, shown as a dashed 
line on the itinerary map, is the position of this escarpment. Immediately to the 
left is a southern remnant of the escarpment on Wing Hill, which was mentioned at 
Stop 8. This hill, having a summit elevation higher than 870 feet msl, is ene of 
the highest in the area. The lower level in the distance is the flat that is 
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developed on the Kinkaid Limestone and supported by the underlying Degonia Sandstone, 
which forms a terrace, or lower escarpment, to the right of the Caseyville. 
In addition to the conglomeratic Caseyville (Battery Rock Sandstone) 
exposed here along t.he bluff to the left (north), there are the remnants of a quarry 
which was operated briefly in the Kinkaid Limestone for fill material. The Kinkaid 
underlies the slope below the Caseyville. The thin-bedded upper part of the Degonia 
Sandstone is exposed here in the ditches along the road, and lower portions of the 
Degonia, the Clore, and the Palestine Sandstone are exposed along the abandoned road 
to the southeast. 
0.35 44.95 
0.75 45.7 
0.2 45.9 
0.05 45.95 
0.35 46.3 
0.45 46.75 
Continue ahead east. In descending the hill to the east, notice the 
panoramic view. 
Thick loess in cut on left side of road. 
T-road from right. Continue ahead on blacktop road. 
Cross south-flowing tributary to Cache Creek. 
Crossroads. Continue ahead on blacktop road. 
T-road from right. Continue ahead on blacktop. Bedrock for the next 
0.9 mile is the Menard Limestone Formation. 
Loess exposed in lefthand roadcut. 
0.6 47.35 T-road from right. Continue ahead on blacktop road. Note: Commencing 
about a quarter of a mile south of here and continuing south to the 
Saratoga' road, .exposea bedrock is the Menard Limestone. This area exhibits perhaps 
the best example of "sinkhole topography" in the field trip are~ as discussed at 
Stop 7. CAUTION: Most of this road is for dry-weather use only. 
0.5 47.85 Stop 12. Exposure of Palestine Sandstone in small stream valley to 
left (north side) of road (Sedge SE~ NE~ SE~ Sec. 25, T. 11 S., 
R. 1 W. , Union County) • 
The Palestine Sandstone Formation, exposed in the bed of the stream, is 
gray to tan, fine grained, and has thin beds of sandstone that are 2 to 4 inches 
thick. Bedding surfaces show an excellent development of asymmetrical, cuspate 
ripple marks produced by currents. In this vicinity, discontinuous beds of shale, 
highly siliceous limestone, and calcareous sandstone are developed. These charac-
teristics indicate that here the sandstone is a sheet-sand body, whereas in neighbor-
ing areas it has indications of being an elongate sand body. 
Continue ahead. 
0.35 48.2 T-road from left. Turn left. Note: an old well 1.45 miles south, 
in the Saratoga village park, yields water that has a high sulfur 
content. According to rumor this village was laid out and platted with the inten-
tion of turning it into a health spa because of the beneficial ·results of drinking 
this highly mineralized water and bathing in it. The town was named for Saratoga 
Springs, New York, a noted health spa. 
0.05 48.25 Cross Bradshaw Creek bridge. 
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0 . 25 48. 5 Degonia Sandstone exposed in the roadcuts. 
0. 75 49.25 T-road from left. Continue ahead straight. 
0.65 49.9 CAUTION. One-lane bridge. 
0 .35 50.25 Y-intersection. Veer left. 
0.15 50.4 
0.1 50.5 
T-road from right. Continue ahead straight. 
Stop 13. Abandoned Lick Creek Quarry (N~ SEt NE~ Sec. 29, T. 11 S., 
R. 1 E., Union County). 
CAUTION - DANGEROUS EXPOSURE 
BecauRe of less pronounced stream erosion against the Pennsylvanian escarp-
ment in this vicinity, the Kinkaid Limestone exposed here has not been as severely 
eroded in this vicinity as el~ewhere in the field trip area. The outcrop belt of 
the formation in this vicinity is up to 2 miles wide. As noted earlier, the thick-
ness of the Kinkaid Limestone is extremely variable owing to the large amount of 
erosion that it was subjected to from the time it W8S deposited until it was buried 
by early Pennsylvanian sediments. Although both the top and bottom formational 
contacts are concealed at this stop, the measurable part of the limestone exposed 
here is approximately 110 feet thick. 
Below the main bench of the quarry the limestone is extremely argillaceous 
in some zones. About 5 feet above the same bench the limestone contains irregular 
black chert masses. From an examination of these cherts and the host rock~, it seems 
likely that for reasons now unknown, the chert was formed in place. Note the rela-
tionship of bedding to the chert masses. Upward in the qu3rry face, the Kink~id is 
oolitic in some zones and quite siliceous in others. 
According to Lamar (1925), the fauna of the Kinkaid, so far as is known, 
contains no forms which are found only in this limestone. The most common fossils 
are Orthotetes kaskaskiensis, Composita trinuclea, Productus ovatus, Cliothyridina 
sublamellosa, Bellerophon sp. (very common), Sulcatopinn3 missourienses, Allori~ma 
clavata (?),and Archimedes sp. Small Pentremites, trilobites (Phillipsia), and 
Myalina are less common. 
Makanda Area Property Owners 
Stop 8 -Mrs. Dan Hunsaker, Rural Route 2, Cobden, Illinois 62920; Stop 13 - Columbia 
Quarry Company, Dupo, Illinois 62239 and 1007 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 
63101. 
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TIME TABLE OF PLEISTOCENE GLACIATION 
STAGE 
HOLOCENE 
WISCONSINAN 
(4th glacial) 
SANGAMONIAN 
(3rd interglacial) 
ILLINOIAN 
(3rd glacial) 
YARMOUTH IAN 
(2nd interglacial) 
KANSAN 
(2nd glacial) 
AFTON IAN 
(1st interglacial) 
NEBRASKAN 
(1st glacial) 
SUBSTAGE 
Years 
Before Present 
7,000 
Valderan 
- 11,000 
Twocreekan 
- 12,500 
Woodfordian 
~ 20,000 
Farmdalian 
- 28,000 
Altonian 
75,000 
200,000 
Jubileean 
Monic an 
Liman 
250,000 
600,000 
700,000 
900,000 
1,000,000 
(Illinois State Geological Survey, 
NATURE OF DEPOSITS 
Soil, youthful profi~e 
of weathering, lake 
and river deposits, 
dunes, peat 
Outwash, lake deposits 
Peat and alluvium 
Drift, loess, dunes, 
lake deposits 
Soil, silt, and peat 
Drift, loess 
Soil, matur~ profile 
of weathering 
Drift, loess 
Drift, loess 
Drift, loess 
Soil, mature profile 
of weathering 
Drift, loess 
Soil, mature profile 
of weathering 
Drift 
1971) 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
Outwash along 
Mississippi Valley 
Ice withdrawal, erosion 
Glaciation; building of 
many moraines as far 
south as Shelbyville; 
extensive valley trains, 
outwash plains, and lakes 
-
Ice withdrawal, weathering 
and erosion 
Glaciation in northern 
Illinois, valley trains 
along major rivers 
Glaciers from northeast 
at maximum reached 
Mississippi River and 
nearly to southern tip 
of Illinois 
Glaciers from northeast 
and northwest covered 
much of state 
Glaciers from northwest 
invaded western Illinois 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC 
DIVISIONS 
OF 
ILLINOIS 
MILES 
0 20 40 
;: 
Ozark Plateaus Province 
Interior Low Plateaus Province 
Central Lowland Province 
Coastal Plain Province 
Repr i nted 1970 
LAKE 
SECTION 
I ~ 
' "' I 
I L L/NOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
GEOLOGIC MAP OF ILLINOIS 
showing 
0 • 10 
BEDROCK BELOW 
THE GLACIAL DRIFT 
1961 
MILES 
10 so 40 10 
KEY 
• Tertiary (Pliocene omitted) 
~ 
Cretaceous 
f::)).2_:::::j 
Pennsylvanian 
lAbove No. 6 Coall 
~ 
Pennsylvanian 
(Below No. 6 Coall 
• Mississippian IUpperl 
~ 
Mississippian 
(Middle and Lower) 
~.U.9:~:}j 
Devonian 
~ 
Silurian and Devonian 
~ 
Ordovician 
• Cambrian F-:-:-_ 
Fault 
E 
Silurian Complex faulted area 
BRYOZOANS TRILOBITE CRINOIDS BLASTOIDS 
Pferotocrinus 1 x Pentremites 2 x 
Phillipsia I x 
Rhombopora I x 
Archimedes I x 
Plotycrinus 1 x 
BRACHIOPODS 
CORALS 
Leptaena I x 
Triplophyllites I x 
Compos ita I x Spiriferina 
Spirifer I x 
• Brachythyris I x Pugnoides 1 x Girtyel/a I x Caninia 2t3 x 
Orthotetes 1 x Schuchertella 1 x £chinoconchus I x 
PELECYPODS 
Nucu/o (Nucu/opsis) girtyi I x 
Astarte I/o concentrico I x 
Edmonio ovoto 2 x 
Ounborello knighfi I ~2 X Cordiomorpho missouriensis 
"Type A" I x 
Cordiomorpho missouriensis 
"Type B" llf2 X 
GASTROPODS 
Euphemites corbonorius llf2 x 
Trepospiro illinoisensis I '12 x 
Dono/dina robusto 8 x 
Nolicopsis (Jedrio} ventricoso 1112 x Trepospiro sphoeruloto I x 
Kniqhtiles monlforfionus 2 x Globrocingulum (Giobrocingulum) groyvil/ense 3x 
r,·. 
'v 
BRACHIOPODS 
Juresania nebroscensis 
JJerbya cross a I x 
Neospirifer comerotus I x 
Chonetes granulifer I lt2 x Mesolobus mesolobus vor. evampygus 2 x 
·Q 
$. 
We/Jere /Ia tetrahedra 11t2 x 
Composito argentio I x 
Marginifero sp/endens I x 
Crurithyris plonoconvexo 2 x Linoproductus "cora" tx 
;; . 
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